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The Honorable Chair and Members of The School Board of Miami-Dade County, Florida 
Members of the School Board Audit and Budget Advisory Committee 
Mr. Alberto M. Carvalho, Superintendent of Schools 
 
Subject: Audit of Questioned Financial Transactions of  

Doral Academy Charter High School (the High School) 
  
We performed the subject audit as approved by the Audit and Budget Advisory 
Committee (ABAC) and the School Board at their meetings of January 29 and February 
13, 2013, respectively.  The audit was performed, reviewed, and this report prepared, by 
my staff and me in compliance with Government Auditing Standards, issued by the 
Comptroller General of the United States. 
 
Our audits of charter schools and related work efforts are conducted to determine the 
extent to which the assets of the school system (which the charter schools are a part of) 
are accounted for and safeguarded from loss.  Also, it is our responsibility to assist the 
School Board of Miami-Dade County in its statutory duties to oversee the use of public 
tax dollars by the charter schools it sponsors.  This audit needed to be performed based 
on our identification of two financial transactions we questioned during our annual review 
of the High School’s June 30, 2012, financial statements. 
 
With respect to the first financial transaction, while we could not determine with certitude 
its authority or legality, our audit did definitively conclude that the “recoverable grant” of 
K-12 education tax dollars to Doral College, Inc. was executed on the last day of the 
fiscal year without the approval of the High School’s own Governing Board.  The grant 
lacked transparency and provided no contractual assurance of benefit to the High School.  
Doral College is a “private,” “independent,” unaccredited, institution of higher learning 
“not subject to the Florida Public Records law.” 
 
Concerning the second transaction, we concluded that the Governing Board of the High 
School approved a lease agreement (with an early termination provision in favor of the 
landlord) and entered into construction contracts, which together, contractually subjected 
the High School to the risk of losing substantial capital investment of publicly derived 
funds to its landlord.  The landlord, School Development LLC, is owned by the same 
individuals who own the High School’s management company.   
 



Net capital assets subjected to the risk of loss ranged from $913,533 in 2009 to 
$5,446,968 as of June 30, 2012.   
 
Subsequent to the completion of our audit fieldwork, on October 18, 2013, the same day 
we provided a draft of our report to the School for its response, Doral Academy, Inc. 
provided us a lease amendment executed on August 27, 2013, eliminating the early 
termination provision from the subject lease agreement between School Development 
LLC and Doral Academy High School, Inc. 
 
The Executive Summary begins on page 1, and the detailed findings and 
recommendations begin on page 10.  Appendices A and F contain letters from the law 
firm, which we retained, to assist us in reviewing certain complex business arrangements 
and real estate transactions.   
 
Appendix E provides the responses by the School, through its attorney.  Because the 
responses provided by the auditee are mostly a smoke screen designed to deflect the 
attention of the reader away from the important issues uncovered by the audit, we have 
provided certain evaluation and commentary to those responses to emphasize the salient 
points.  Such auditor evaluation and commentary is prescribed by Sections 7.35 and 
7.37, Government Auditing Standards (2011 Revision).  
 
Also in accordance with Government Auditing Standards, and chapter 9 of the Office of 
Management and Compliance Audits’ Policies and Procedures Manual, we have 
provided a copy of the final audit report to the Office of the Inspector General for their 
independent evaluation. 
 
    Sincerely, 

      
    José F. Montes de Oca, Chief Auditor 

       Office of Management and Compliance Audits 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The conduct of this audit was approved by the Audit and Budget Advisory Committee 
(ABAC or the Committee) at its January 29, 2013 meeting, and by the School Board at 
its February 13, 2013 meeting.  Contractual authority is found in the “right to audit 

clause” in Section 4. Paragraph F.7 of the charter agreement between The School 
Board of Miami-Dade County, FL and Doral Academy, Inc. on behalf of Doral Academy 
High School.  Section 1002.33, Florida Statutes, delineates the School Board’s 

responsibilities as the sponsor to oversee and support its charter schools, including to 
“monitor the revenues and expenditures” of its charter schools.  

In our professional view, this audit needed to be performed based on two financial 
transactions by Doral Academy Charter High School, that we found to need further 
review, identified during our annual review of the School’s June 30, 2012, audited 

financial statements.  The two transactions identified are:  

1. a $400,000 outlay of funds to Doral College, Inc. (a private institution of higher 
learning, independent of Doral Academy Charter High School) expensed on June 
30, 2012, and 

2. $4.5 million in capital expenditures for additions and improvements to the 
School’s leased facilities, which are owned by the same individuals who own 
Academica, the School’s management company.  

As of June 30, 2012, Doral Academy Charter High School was one of five charter 
schools under the not-for-profit legal entity Doral Academy, Inc.  The other four schools 
under said legal entity are Doral Academy Charter Middle, Doral Performing Arts and 
Entertainment Academy, Doral Academy of Technology and Doral Academy.  According 
to their audited financial statements, combined annual revenue for the five schools in 
FY 2011-12 was $24.9 million, with $22.3 million deriving from public tax collections.   

We determined that the $400,000 grant to Doral College, Inc. occurring on June 30, 
2012, represented a material and unique expense to the High School, and comprised 
substantially all of the College’s FY 2011-12 revenues.  Despite this, Governing Board 
meeting minutes and other documentation presented and/or obtained demonstrate that 
the “recoverable grant” was not approved or even considered by the High School’s 

Governing Board, in a publicly noticed meeting, as of the time of its execution on June 
30, 2012.  In fact, such consideration and approval by the Governing Board did not take 
place until November 5, 2012, four months after the fact, and after our office questioned 
the transaction in written inquiries.  In this regard, the $400,000 “recoverable grant” 

transaction  occurred without Governing Board approval and  lacked transparency.  
Also, we were not provided any documentation as to what contractual assurances the 
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High School had that it would receive any benefit from its payment of publicly derived 
funds to the “independent” Doral College, Inc. 
 

Regarding the second questioned transaction, we found that Section 3.5 of the Lease 
Agreement allows the Landlord to terminate the lease early, subjecting the High School 
to losing to the Landlord any capital investments for additions and improvements to its 
leased facilities.  This exposure to loss applies to construction contracts (totaling 
approximately $4.5 million) which were approved by the High School’s Governing Board 

in March 2009 and December 2010.  Although a letter was delivered to the School 
dated July 3, 2012, which presumably attempts to correct the Tenant’s exposure to loss, 
that letter appears to contain significant flaws and may not be legally enforceable. 
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BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 

Audit Authority 

The conduct of this audit was approved by the Audit and Budget Advisory Committee 
(ABAC or the Committee) at its January 29, 2013 meeting, and by the School Board at 
its February 13, 2013 meeting.  Contractual authority is found in the “right to audit 

clause” in Section 4. Paragraph F.7 of the charter agreement between The School 
Board of Miami-Dade County, FL and Doral Academy, Inc. on behalf of Doral Academy 
High School.  Section 1002.33, Florida Statutes, delineates the School Board’s 

responsibilities as the sponsor to oversee and support its charter schools, including to 
“monitor the revenues and expenditures” of its charter schools.  

This audit seeks to assist the School Board of Miami-Dade County, in its statutory 
requirements of oversight and support, to improve and maintain the integrity of the 
control structure, and to ensure accountability, transparency, and efficiency in the 
expenditures of public tax dollars allocated by the State to District sponsored charter 
schools.  
 

Identification of Two Financial Transactions Needing Further Review  

In our professional view, this audit needed to be performed based on our identification 
of two financial transactions by Doral Academy Charter High School during our annual 
review of the School’s June 30, 2012, audited financial statements, that we found to 
need further review.  The two transactions identified were:  

1) a $400,000 outlay of funds to Doral College, Inc., a private institution of higher 
learning “independent of Doral Academy Charter High School,” and “not subject 
to Florida Public Records law.”  The monies were expensed as a “recoverable 

grant” on June 30, 2012, the last day of the fiscal year. 
2) $4.5 million in capital expenditures for additions and improvements to the 

School’s leased facilities, which are owned by the same individuals who own 

Academica, the School’s management company. 

At the January 29, 2013, ABAC meeting, the Committee unanimously approved the 
conduct of this audit over protests from various representatives of the School and its 
management.  Also at that meeting, representatives of the School’s Governing Board 
and management requested, and we agreed, to defer the start of the audit until April 
2013, after the completion of the 2012-13 Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test 
(FCAT).   
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Objectives, Scope and Methodology 

The objective of the audit was to determine whether the two aforementioned 
transactions were: proper; transparent; in the best interest of the charter school, 
students, parents/guardians and the community at large; in accordance with applicable 
laws, rules, and regulations; and whether the control structure over the use of publicly 
derived funds is adequate.  We also endeavored to make value added observations and 
recommendations for consideration by Miami-Dade County Public Schools, Doral 
Academy, Inc., and other stakeholders and policy makers.  

Audit procedures included: 

 Reviewing applicable statutes, laws, policies, procedures and best practices, 
 Reviewing various contracts and agreements, including the charter agreements, 

management contracts, lease agreements, The American Institute of Architects 
(AIA) construction documents and a grant agreement, 

 Reviewing minutes of charter school governing board meetings and audited 
financial statements, 

 Requesting information from various entities including Doral Academy Charter 
High School, Doral College, Inc., Academica and the School’s Certified Public 
Accountants,  

 Requesting interviews with numerous governing board members, staff, and a 
principal of Doral Academy Charter High School, Doral College, Inc., and 
Academica (we requested to meet and interview eight individuals, and none of 
the eight agreed to meet with us),  

 Consulting with legal counsel, 
 Accessing public records, including financial disclosure forms, Secretary of State 

records, property tax records, and other data found online, 
 Filing of public information requests, 
 Researching GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting Principles) and certain 

GASB (Government Accounting Standards Board) standards and 
pronouncements, 

 Researching best practices for grants, 
 Researching state and national school performance indicators, 
 Compiling financial and non-financial data about District sponsored charter 

schools, 
 Tracing the flow of funds and transactions between various entities, 
 Retaining the firm Shutts and Bowen, LLP to review and provide advice on 

certain transactions, and 
 Performing analytical procedures.  
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We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted 
Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States 
of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and 
conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained 
provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit 
objectives. 
 
Charter Schools 
 
Charter schools have become a substantial component of K-12 public education in 
Florida and Miami-Dade County.  For the year ended June 30, 2012, approximately 
$300 million flowed to 108 charter schools operating in Miami-Dade County under the 
School Board’s sponsorship. 
 
Like traditional public schools, charter schools are funded with local, state and federal 
tax dollars.  The funding is largely derived from the Florida Education Finance Program 
(FEFP) in which the magnitude of funding is determined by weighted full-time equivalent 
(FTE) / enrollment in the school during date-certain survey periods in October and 
February.  Those public funds to operate the charter schools are distributed to the 
schools throughout the school year by the sponsoring school district.    
 
Charter schools in Florida are required to be organized as, or be operated by, a non-
profit organization.  The schools typically have a tax exempt status under Section 
501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code and their facilities are exempt from ad valorem 
taxes pursuant to Section 196.1983, Florida Statutes.   
 

Doral Academy Charter High School (Corporate Structure and Governance) (Please 
see chart on page 9.) 

As of June 30, 2012, Doral Academy Charter High School was one of five charter 
schools under the not-for-profit legal entity Doral Academy, Inc.  The other four schools 
under said legal entity are Doral Academy Charter Middle, Doral Performing Arts and 
Entertainment Academy, Doral Academy of Technology and Doral Academy.  According 
to their audited financial statements, combined annual revenue for the five schools in 
FY 2011-12 was $24.9 million, with $22.3 million deriving from public tax collections.   

Section 1002.33(9)(i), Florida Statutes, states, “The governing body of the charter 

school shall exercise continuing oversight over charter school operations.”  The Charter 

Agreement states, “The school’s governing board will be held accountable to its 
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students, parents/guardians, and the community at large through a continuous cycle of 
planning, evaluation, and reporting as required by law.” 
 
The selection and composition of charter school governing boards in the State of Florida 
overall has been a recurring worry for us in our audit and fiscal oversight functions as to 
governing boards’ independence (or lack thereof) from their management companies 
and affiliated entities.  Such concerns, as evidenced in previous audit or investigative 
reports issued by our office, also extend to multiple current and recent members of 
Doral Academy, Inc. (Also, please see the attached letter from Shutts and Bowen, LLP - 
Appendix A, section 1, which discusses “Lack of Complete Independence” among 

subject entities). 
  
The Governing Board of Doral Academy, Inc. as of June 30, 2012, comprised: 

 Ms. Angela Ramos, President and Chair 
 Mr. Luis Fuste, Vice Chair and Treasurer 
 Mr. Rene Rovirosa, Secretary 
 Mr. Manny Cid, Member 
 Ms. Kim Guilarte, Member 

Mr. Victor Barroso served as Chair of the Governing Board through 2009, and is now 
employed by Academica as the Director of Operations.  As Chair of Doral Academy 
Charter High School, he supported and executed at least two substantial transactions, 
discussed later in this report, which appear to have subjected the School to the risk of 
losing substantial capital investment to the Landlord.  We made numerous attempts to 
contact Mr. Barroso, by email and telephone, but received no responses.  As such, we 
could not ascertain certain data such as the terms and commencement of his 
employment with Academica. 

Mr. Fuste, a practicing attorney in Miami, also serves as Chair of the Board of Trustees 
of Doral College, Inc., a private institution of higher learning operated by Doral College, 
Inc. a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization.  The College is “independent of Doral Academy 
Charter High School” and “not subject to Florida Public Records law,” but it was funded 
100% by Doral Academy Charter High School with publicly derived tax dollars in 
FY2011-12.1   

Mr. Rovirosa and Ms. Guilarte have both also served for years in management 
capacities at multiple Academica managed charter schools.  Mr. Rovirosa is currently 
the Principal of Mater Academy Lakes Charter High School, and Ms. Guilarte is 
currently the Principal of Somerset Academy Elementary School (South Miami 
Campus).  Academica’s management contract with schools under its management, 

                                                           
1
 Based on the June 30, 2012 audited financial statements of Doral College, Inc. 
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including the Mater and Somerset schools, gives it a pivotal role in selecting its schools’ 

principals and reads:  “(Academica) will identify and propose for employment by or on 

behalf of (School) qualified principals, teachers, paraprofessionals, administrators and 
other staff members and education professionals for positions in the Schools.” 

As part of our audit procedures, we requested to meet with and interview the School’s 

five Governing Board members.  However, through their attorney, they declined our 
requests to meet for in-person interviews.  

Mr. Douglas Rodriguez serves as Principal of Doral Academy Charter High School, 
Doral Academy Charter Middle and Doral Performing Arts and Entertainment Academy.  
He concurrently serves as the Chief Operating Officer of Doral College and as a 
consultant to Somerset Academy, Inc., both organizations managed by Academica.   

All five Doral Academy schools received an A grade under the State of Florida’s 

Academic Accountability system for the 2011-12 school year.  Furthermore, the 2013 
edition of “Best High Schools in America” by U.S. News and World Report Magazine 
ranks Doral Academy Charter High School 35th of 777 public high schools in Florida, 
and 591st of 21,035 nationally, based on various criteria including State proficiency test 
scores and college readiness.   

Doral Academy Charter High School’s revenues, expenses and net asset position for 
FY 2011-12 were $8,559,073; $8,681,966; and $4,837,629, respectively, and its total 
fund balance as of June 30, 2012, was $1,652,552.  The High School had 
approximately 1,200 students enrolled during the 2011-12 school year. 

Doral College, Inc. (Please see chart on page 9.) 

Doral Academy Charter High School was under the legal entity Doral College, Inc. until 
July 1, 2011, when it was transferred to Doral Academy, Inc. and the College became “a 

private institution of higher learning operated by Doral College, Inc., a non-profit 
501(c)(3) organization, independent of Doral Academy Charter High School.” Doral 
College’s first courses began in January 2012, and it serves predominately students 
from Doral Academy Charter High School.  The Chair of the College’s seven member 

Board of Trustees is Mr. Luis Fuste, who is also the Vice Chair and Treasurer of Doral 
Academy, Inc.  Mr. Antonio Roca, an attorney and the salaried President of Mater 
Academy, Inc. also serves on the College’s Board of Trustees, as does Ms. Andreina 
Figueroa, a lobbyist who is also the Governing Board Chair of Somerset Academy, Inc.  
In apparently the summer of 2011, State Senator, Ms. Anitere Flores, was hired as the 
President of Doral College, Inc. 
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Academica Corporation (Please see chart on page 9.) 

The Doral charter schools and Doral College are managed by Academica Corporation, 
a for-profit charter school management company whose officers2 as of June 30, 2012 
were: 

 Mr. Fernando Zulueta, President  
 Ms. Magdalena Fresen, Vice President / Treasurer 
 Mr. Ignacio Zulueta, Vice President 
 Ms. Collette Papa, Secretary 

In addition to the five Doral schools, Academica contractually manages 49 other charter 
schools in Miami-Dade County, including those schools under Mater Academy, Inc., 
Pinecrest Academy, Inc., and Somerset Academy, Inc.  Management fees flowing to 
Academica for FY 2011-12 from the total of 54 charter schools managed in Miami-Dade 
were $9.5 million, including $1.6 million for the five Doral schools. 

School Development, LLC and School Development II, LLC (Please see chart on page 
9.) 

School Development, LLC and School Development II, LLC, the landlord corporations 
that own the facilities which house Doral Academy Charter High School, Doral Academy 
Charter Middle, Doral Performing Arts and Entertainment Academy, Doral Academy of 
Technology and Doral College, are owned by the stockholders of Academica.  Annual 
rent paid to the two landlord entities by Doral Academy Charter High School and Doral 
Academy Charter Middle School approximated $3 million in FY 2011-12.  We requested 
the specific ownership detail of the two landlord corporations from Mr. Fernando Zulueta 
and Academica.  They referred us to their attorneys, who declined to respond to our 
multiple requests to provide the specific ownership detail.

                                                           
2
 Based on note 4 of the June 30, 2012, audited financial statements of Doral Academy High School. 



Entity 
Relationships

(as of June 30, 2012)

Doral Academy, Inc. (Legal Entity)

- Doral Academy
- Doral Academy of Technology

Governing Board Members:Angela Ramos, 
President and Chair

Luis Fuste, Vice Chair
(also Chair of Doral 

College, Inc. Board of 
Trustees)

Rene Rovirosa, 
Principal

Mater Academy Lakes 
HS

Kim Guilarte, Principal
Somerset Academy ES 

(S. Miami Campus) 
Previously Principal of 

Mater Academy

Manny Cid
Board Member

   Academica Corporation /                                                                
Academica Dade, LLC.

Fernando Zulueta, President
Magdalena Fresen, Vice President / Treasurer

Ignacio Zulueta, Vice President
Collette Papa, Secretary

Contracts to manage 54 charter schools in Miami-Dade County
FY11-12 mgmt. fees = $9.5M, including $1.6M for 5 Doral schools / also manages Doral College, Inc.

Key functions/duties: personnel/ employment, facilities identification, design and development, 
financial management

Victor Barroso
(former Chair of 

Doral Academy HS 
Governing Board 

through 2009)
Current Director of 

Operations, 
Academica

Civica, LLC
Contracted as architect/
construction manager by 
Doral Academy Inc. and 

other Academica-managed 
schools.

Doral Academy High School
Doral Academy Middle

Doral Performing Arts & Entertainment Academy
Douglas Rodriguez, Principal

Doral College, Inc.
Luis Fuste, Chair Board of 

Trustees

7 board members, including 
Antonio Roca, salaried President 

of Mater Academy, Inc. and 
Andreina Figueroa, Chair of 

Somerset Academy, Inc.

- Anitere Flores, President
(also District 37 FL Senate)

Other Miami-Dade 
Charter Schools 

managed by 
Academica :

Mater Academy, Inc.:       18
Pinecrest Academy, Inc.:   7
Somerset Academy, Inc.: 15
Other:                                    9
Total schools =                  49

1

Public / Taxpayers

School Board of Miami-Dade County, FL (Sponsor)
Fiscal oversight per 1002.33 FL Statutes, including “monitor the revenues and expenditures of the charter school”

Doral HS Facilities
11100 NW 27 St.
Doral, FL 33172

School Development, 
LLC & School 

Development II, LLC
Landlords of High & Middle 

School Facilities
FY 11-12 Rental Income: 

$3M
Owned by Stockholders of 

Academica

2

1

2

$22.3 Million Tax Dollars for FY 2011-12

Questioned / Audited 
Transactions

· $400K “Recoverable Grant”

· $4.5M Additions/ Improvements

195893
Typewritten Text

195893
Typewritten Text
9
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Finding Number 1 (The School’s $400,000 Grant of K-12 Education Tax Dollars To An 
Independent College, Occurred Without Governing Board Approval And Lacked 
Transparency.) 
 
On June 30, 2012, the last day of Doral Academy Charter High School’s fiscal year, a 
$400,000 outlay of funds was expensed as a “recoverable grant” to the benefit of Doral 
College.3  The College is a private institution of higher learning operated by Doral 
College, Inc., a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization “independent of Doral Academy 
Charter High School” and “not subject to Florida Public Records law.”  The stated 
purpose of the grant was to fund Doral College which is developing a comprehensive 
college dual enrollment program for the benefit of the Grantor’s students.   
 
Doral College is unaccredited and not eligible to participate in the State’s Dual 

Enrollment Program under Section 1007.271, Florida Statutes.  This issue was 
addressed in January 2012, when Doral Academy Charter High School requested that 
Miami-Dade County Public Schools (M-DCPS) create and activate course codes for 
dual enrollment courses through Doral College.  M-DCPS responded on January 19, 
2012, that: “After consultation with … the Florida Department of Education, it has been 
determined that because Doral College has not been accredited by SACS or ACICS, it 
is not eligible to participate in the dual enrollment program.” 
 
We were not provided any documentation as to what contractual assurances the High 
School had that it would receive any benefit from its payment of publicly derived funds 
to the “independent” Doral College, Inc.  The authority and legality of said expense is 
also not clear to us. 
 
The “recoverable grant agreement” was executed with Ms. Angela Ramos signing on 
behalf of Doral Academy Charter High School, and Mr. Luis Fuste4 signing on behalf of 
Doral College.  (Please see Appendix B, page 26.)  The grant was executed without 
having basic and standard elements of a grant of publicly derived funds, including the 
                                                           
3 The $400,000 transaction originated as a loan in FY2010-11, when the $400,000 was initially disbursed as a loan 

from Doral Academy High School to Doral College.  At that time, the High School and the College were separate 

accounting entities, but both were under the same legal entity.  On June 30, 2012, after the High School and 

College had also become separate legal entities, the High School’s Board Chair approved and signed the 

“recoverable grant agreement” which served to forgive the $400,000 loan due from the College.  This essentially 

converted the loan to a grant, and the loan receivable was reclassified as an expense to the High School on June 

30, 2012.  It should also be noted, that we requested from the High School, but were not provided, documentation 

evidencing the original loan and its terms and conditions. 
4
 Chair of Doral College Inc.’s Board of Trustees and Vice Chair and Treasurer of Doral Academy, Inc. 
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lack of a grant application/proposal, detailed grant budget, project deliverables with due 
dates, and performance accountability measures. 
 
For the year ended June 30, 2012, with the inclusion of the grant revenues from the 
June 30, 2012 grant from Doral Academy Charter High School, the College’s operating 
surplus and net asset position were $151,470 and $120,135, respectively.  Without 
receipt of the $400,000 grant revenues from the High School on June 30, 2012, the 
College would have had an operating deficit and deficit net asset position of $(248,530) 
and $(279,865), respectively, as of the year end.5   
 
The $400,000 grant to Doral College, Inc. occurring on June 30, 2012, represented a 
material and unique expense to the High School, and comprised substantially all of the 
College’s FY 2011-12 revenues.  Despite this, Governing Board meeting minutes and 
other documentation presented and/or obtained demonstrate that the “recoverable 

grant” was not approved or even considered by the High School’s Governing Board, in a 

publicly noticed meeting, as of the time of its execution on June 30, 2012.  In fact, such 
consideration and approval by the Governing Board did not take place until November 
5, 2012, four months after the fact, and after our office questioned the transaction in 
written inquiries.  In this regard, the $400,000 “recoverable grant” transaction occurred 
without Governing Board approval and lacked transparency. 
 
Absent adherence to appropriate controls and transparency, there is an increased risk 
that the High School’s expenditures and expenses of publicly derived funds will be used 

for purposes other than those intended. 
 
As part of our audit procedures, we requested certain documentation from the College, 
such as employment contracts and payroll/salary registers.  In response, we received a 
letter from the Chair of Doral College, dated May 22, 2013, stating: “Doral College is a 

private institution of higher learning operated by Doral College, Inc., a non-profit 
501(c)(3) organization, independent of Doral Academy Charter High School.  Doral 
College is not subject to Florida Public Records law, see AGO 07-27, FLA. STAT. ch, 
119, 206.  Doral College is prepared to assist you by providing documentation 
consistent with its obligations under state and federal law.”   (Please see Appendix C, 
page 31.) 

In that we were unable to obtain the aforementioned documentation from the College, 
we requested in writing and via telephone to meet with and interview members of the 

                                                           
5
 The College’s financial position has a bearing on its accreditation process through the Southern Association of 

Colleges and Schools.  
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College’s administration and Board.  However, we did not receive any responses to our 
requests.   
 
Recommendation 
 

1. Doral Academy Charter High School should: 
a. Implement and adhere to internal financial controls that will ensure that 

unique and substantial expense of publicly derived funds, such as the 
$400,000 “recoverable grant” of June 30, 2012, will be properly considered 

and approved at a publicly noticed meeting and in a transparent manner by 
the School’s Governing Board, prior to execution.  The Board should consider 

the expense’s authority and legality, as well as contracted benefit and value 

to the School and its stakeholders. 

Doral Academy, Inc.’s Response: 
 The draft Report makes no mention of the fact that the internal loan, 

and subsequently, the grant, were both reflected in numerous 
budgets that the governing board approved at every meeting in 2011 
through 2012.  Instead, the draft Report says the grant was “not 
approved or even considered” by the governing board in a publicly 
noticed meeting until November 5, 2012, after the audit group 
“questioned” the grant and therefore constituted an internal control 
deficiency.   Report at 11.  This is simply wrong.  As reflected in the 
minutes for the publicly noticed August 2, 2012 board meeting, 
which Doral provided to OMCA, the board did approve a revised 
2011-2012 budget reflecting the conversion (i.e., reallocation) of the 
$400,000 to a grant.  When the budget was submitted to the board 
for approval, a discussion took place about the entire school budget, 
including the $400,000.   

 In sum, there were no internal control or transparency deficiencies 
with respect to this transaction.  As written, this section of the 
Report does not paint an accurate picture of the transaction, ignores 
the key information described above, and mischaracterizes a 
praiseworthy initiative. 

 

OMCA’s Comments: 
 The first time the term “recoverable grant” is even mentioned in the 

Governing Board meeting minutes is November 5, 2012, four months after 
the grant was executed.  Minutes provided for the August 2, 2012 Board 
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meeting (which itself occurred one month after the execution of the grant 
on June 30, 2012) also have no mention of the words “recoverable grant” 
or “grant” in the minutes or attachment.  The attached, after-the-fact, 
undated, revised 2011-12 budget reflects only a $400,000 “Professional / 

Technical Services (loan reallocation).”  The execution of the “recoverable 
grant” on June 30, 2012 was certainly not transparent. 

 

b. Ensure publicly derived funds granted to distinct entities are authorized, legal, 
and incorporate basic and standard elements of a grant, including a grant 
application/proposal, detailed grant budget, project deliverables with due 
dates, and performance accountability measures. 

 
Doral Academy, Inc.’s Response: 

 OMCA turns to amorphous and unidentified principles regarding the 
“basic and standard elements of a grant of publicly derived funds, 
including the lack of a grant application/proposal, detailed grant 
budget, project deliverables with due dates, and performance 
accountability measures.”  There is no citation to any authority for 
these standards, and this part of the Report misunderstands the 
nature of the audited transaction.  This was not a situation where 
numerous entities were competing for a grant from a third party.  In 
any event, the school is happy to implement these suggestions, but 
the Report must make clear that they are voluntary and nonessential. 

 
OMCA’s Comments: 

 As an example, the Florida Department of Education’s Green Book 
(Project Application and Amendment Procedures for Federal and State 
Programs) identifies and defines the elements stated in our report (i.e. 
application, budget, deliverable and performance measures) GREEN 
BOOK at Glossary 2, 5, and 11. 
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Finding Number 2 (The Charter School Governing Board’s Approval and Execution of 
Construction Contracts (and Related Transactions) Approximating $4.5 Million For 
Additions and Improvements To Its Leased Facilities, Subjected The High School To 
The Risk of Losing Such Investment To The Landlord.) 
   
On February 9, 2009, a contract was entered into in the amount of $551,401, between 
the legal entity of Doral Academy Charter High School and a general contractor for 
improvements to the Doral Middle-High Cafeteria.  It was signed by Mr. Victor Barroso6 
as the Charter School’s Board Chair and approved/ratified by the School’s Governing 

Board at its March 3, 2009 meeting.  A second contract, between the same entities, was 
entered into on November 18, 2010, for the Doral Classroom Wing Addition, in the 
amount of $3,980,593.  It was signed by the School’s new Board Chair and President, 
Ms. Angela Ramos, and approved/ratified by the School’s Governing Board at its 

December 2, 2010 meeting.   

The property and facilities added to and improved with the total $4.5 million in publicly 
derived School funds, located at 11100 NW 27th Street, Miami, FL, was and is owned by 
School Development, LLC, which leases the facilities to the School. 

School Development, LLC is owned by the stockholders of Academica, the School’s 

management company.  School Development II, LLC, the landlord leasing the attached 
facilities to Doral Academy Charter Middle School, is also owned by the stockholders of 
Academica.7 Annual rent paid to the two landlord entities by Doral Academy Charter 
High School and Doral Academy Charter Middle School was approximately $3 million in 
FY 2011-12.     

The lease between the School’s legal entity and landlord, School Development, LLC, 

had been initially entered into for a 20-year term on April 1, 2004.  It was executed with 
Mr. Ignacio Zulueta signing on behalf of the landlord, School Development, LLC, and 
Messrs.’ Victor Barroso and Fernando Zulueta signing on behalf of the tenant, Doral 
Academy High School, Inc.  As of June 30, 2012, there were 12 years remaining on the 
lease term.  Section 3.5 of the lease, an early termination clause in favor of the landlord, 
was in effect, as was a five year renewal option in favor of the School as tenant.  

                                                           
6 Mr. Victor Barroso served as Chair of the Governing Board of Doral Academy Charter High School through 2009, 

and is now employed by Academica as the Director of Operations. 

 
7 We requested the specific ownership detail of the two landlord corporations from Mr. Fernando Zulueta and 

Academica.  They referred us to their attorneys, who declined to respond to our multiple requests to provide the 

specific ownership detail.  
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As of June 30, 2009, $913,533 in publicly derived tax dollars appeared on the financial 
statements of Doral Academy Charter High School as net capital assets from additions 
and improvements the School made to its leased facilities.  Net capital assets of the 
High School from additions and improvements grew in the following years as follows: 
$1,452,357 at June 30, 2010; $4,246,123 at June 30, 2011; and $5,446,968 at June 30, 
2012.   

We retained the law firm Shutts and Bowen, LLP, to review the aforementioned 
contracts, lease agreements, related financing documents of the landlords and tenants, 
and other documentation associated with the subject real estate transactions and 
arrangements.  Their primary conclusion most relevant to our audit objectives can be 
summarized as follows: 

 Section 3.5 of the Lease Agreement allows the Landlord to terminate the lease 
early, subjecting the High School to losing to the Landlord any capital 
investments for additions and improvements to its leased facilities.  This 
exposure to loss applies to the aforementioned construction contracts (totaling 
approximately $4.5 million) which were approved by the High School’s Governing 

Board in March 2009 and December 2010.  Although a letter was delivered to the 
School dated July 3, 2012, which presumably attempts to correct the Tenant’s 

exposure to loss, that letter appears to contain significant flaws and may not be 
legally enforceable.  An excerpt from Shutts and Bowen’s review is found below. 
(Please see Appendix A for the letter from Shutts and Bowen in its entirety.) 

“It is highly unusual to see an early termination provision which allows the Landlord the 
right of early termination without payment of substantial funds to Tenant to reimburse 
Tenant for major capital improvements.  To illustrate the danger of this provision, note 
that the Landlord could utilize this early termination right anytime it wants to do so, 
including, but not limited to, the day immediately after the Tenant incurs the full 
$5,000,000.00 of debt and completes its construction of the additional 36-57,000 square 
feet of improvements.  At termination, under the Lease all improvements would become 
the property of the Landlord free and clear (i.e., a complete windfall) and Tenant (not 
Landlord) would remain liable for the $5,000,000.00 debt.” 

Recommendation 

2. Doral Academy Charter High School’s Governing Board should: 
a. Fulfill its obligations to the School’s students, parents/guardians, and the 

community at large, by ensuring individual Board members and the Board 
collectively have a sufficient understanding of major and complex transactions 
and business arrangements, such as the $4.5 million in additions and 
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improvements to its leased facilities, prior to approving and executing related 
contracts and expenditures. 

Doral Academy, Inc.’s Response: 
 The Landlord executed a waiver of early termination on August 27, 

2013, rendering the entire issue moot.  See DORAL000244.  If OMCA 
would like to suggest any alternative, specific language, we are 
confident that the Landlord would be more than happy to adopt it.  
Respectfully, however, these are immaterial issues that “do not 
warrant becoming reportable audit findings.” OMCA MANUAL at 58. 

 Recommendation 2(a) states that the school should ensure the board 
has a sufficient understanding of these types of “major and complex 
transactions.”  This recommendation is out of place; the board’s 
understanding of the second transaction is beyond dispute, as the 
board approved and ratified the transaction at its December 2, 2010 
meeting. 

 

OMCA’s Comments: 
 OMCA certainly does not agree with the school and its attorney’s 

assertion that the facts surrounding the early termination provision are 
“immaterial issues.”  The School was contractually subjected to the risk of 
losing capital investment of publically derived funds to its landlord, ranging  
from $913,533 in 2009 to $5,446,968 as of June 30, 2012.  At a minimum, 
this demonstrates that the Doral Academy Charter High School’s 

Governing Board members did not understand the transactions and 
arrangements which they approved.   
 

b. Coordinate with the School’s Landlord to re-draft and re-execute the July 3, 
2012 letter/lease amendment to ensure it is legally enforceable, and protects 
the School against loss of its capital improvements.  Also, to the extent that 
the Middle School, or other charter schools under Doral Academy, Inc. have 
net capital assets for improvements to their leased facilities, amend those 
leases accordingly to protect those schools against potential loss of capital 
improvements. 

Doral Academy, Inc.’s Response: 
 Recommendation 2(b) suggests (i) that the Landlord re-draft and re-

execute July 3, 2012 letter/lease agreement, and (ii) amend any 
similar leases by Doral Middle School or Doral Academy charter 
schools.  The first suggestion is moot and therefore should be 
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removed.  The second suggestion is outside the scope of the audit 
but not objectionable. 

 

Recommendation to Governing Board of Doral Academy, Inc. 

3. As noted on pages five through seven of this report under the section Doral 
Academy Charter High School (Corporate Structure and Governance), and as 
discussed in the Shutts and Bowen letter (Appendix A), consider a “firming up” of 

the independence factors to preserve sound, candid oversight and proper checks 
and balances which exist in businesses of comparable size to Doral Academy, 
Inc.  Also, consider disallowing charter school board members or employees 
from working for a vendor within a period of time of leaving their position with the 
charter school.  

Doral Academy, Inc.’s Response: 
 Recommendation 3 is inaccurate and irrelevant.  As set forth in the 

discussion regarding pages 6-9, there is nothing to show any “lack of 
independence” or checks and balances.  Doral’s board is completely 
independent from its vendors and its composition is consistent with 
all applicable authorities.  This recommendation is the result of pure 
speculation. 
 

OMCA’s Comments: 
 The recommendation addresses our concern that two Governing Board 

members (Mr. Rene Rovirosa and Ms. Kim Guilarte) are long-time  
principals of other Academica managed schools (for which “management” 

includes identifying and proposing employment of principals), and Doral 
Academy, Inc.’s Vice-Chair and Treasurer (Mr. Luis Fuste) concurrently 
serves as the Chair of Doral College, Inc.  Additionally, the 
recommendation addresses our concern that Ms. Victor Barroso, who as 
Chair of Doral’s Board supported and executed at least two transactions 

that we question, became Academica’s Director of Operations shortly after 

his tenure as Chair. 
 

Recommendation to Office of Charter School Support 

4. Consider discussing with and/or proposing to policymakers and charter school 
stakeholders mechanisms to better ensure Charter School Governing Boards are 
engaged, informed, independent, and accountable to their students, 
parents/guardians and the community at large.  Items to be discussed could 
include a) how to maintain school-based governance and autonomy while 
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increasing stakeholder participation and reducing conflicts of interest, b) whether 
the charter school board should include parents and/or teachers, be appointed or 
elected and/or have slots for members to be appointed by the authorizer and, c) 
whether legislation should be proposed that would prohibit individuals from 
serving on multiple charter school boards or simultaneously as an administrator 
and Governing Board member of separate charter schools under a common 
contracted management company. 

      Office of Charter School Support’s Response: 
 This correspondence is in response to the Office of Management and 

Compliance Audits’ (OMCA) draft audit report, Audit of Questioned 
Financial Transactions of Doral Academy Charter High School. After a 
thorough review of the report, I accept the OMCA’s recommendation 
to the Office of Charter School Support (CSS) regarding solutions to 
better ensure charter school governing boards are engaged, 
informed, independent and accountable to their students, 
parents/guardians and the community at large. CSS will solicit 
assistance from the School Board Attorney and the Office of 
Intergovernmental Affairs, Grants Administration and Community 
Engagement to work with policymakers and charter school 
stakeholders to craft legislation and policies for the upcoming 
legislation session relative to the concerns raised in this report.  

      Doral Academy, Inc.’s Response: 
 This recommendation to the Office of Charter School Support, 

including proposals for legislative changes, is improper.  OMCA 
should not be a platform for its auditors’ political agendas.  This 
recommendation is a vague mish-mash of buzzwords and aspirations 
that the District itself does not follow. 
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Introduction 

 

This constitutes Doral Academy Charter High School’s response to OMCA’s draft report 

(“Report” or “draft Report”) entitled “Audit of Questioned Financial Transactions of Doral 

Academy Charter High School” regarding Doral Academy Preparatory Middle/High (“Doral”).  

In a good-faith effort to work together with OMCA, we have endeavored to discuss the substance 
of the transactions, with minimal discussion about what we believe to be the improper motives 
behind the Report, and notwithstanding the fact that only six of sixteen pages of the Report itself 
are dedicated to the merits of the two audited transactions.  However, if the draft Report is not 
meaningfully revised, we are prepared to publicly share our views more fully. 

 
Academica and Doral Academy 

Academica serves the largest number of high-performing charter schools in Florida.  
Doral Academy Middle and High are “A” schools with a graduation rate of 99% that exceeds 

both local and national standards.  The charter schools Academica services are also fiscally 
responsible and have achieved surpluses which are regularly deployed to improve student 
education.  The draft Report properly notes the excellence of Doral’s A-grade, highly ranked 
schools.1 

Doral’s governing board is independent of Academica and has discharged its duties in an 

exemplary manner, as reflected through the audited transactions themselves.  Ms. Angela Ramos, 
the President and Chair, is a parent of Doral Academy students—one currently attending and the 
other a recent graduate.  Mr. Luis Fuste is a practicing attorney in Miami.  Mr. Manny Cid is a 
former board member who was recently elected to the Miami Lakes City Council.  Mr. Rovirosa 
and Ms. Gil are principals at and employees of two other charter schools.  While those schools 
are also clients of Academica, Mr. Rovirosa and Ms. Gil report to the governing boards of their 
schools, not to Academica, and they provide the Doral board with extremely valuable 
educational expertise. 

Doral Academy Middle and High’s principal is Douglas Rodriguez, a former M-DCPS 
principal at Ronald Reagan High, where he won Principal of the Year.  He later became principal 
of Miami Central High School and turned it from an “F” to a “C” school, prompting a school 
visit from President Obama.  Consistent with his track record, Mr. Rodriguez is now leading 
Doral Academy in academic excellence.   

The Audited Transactions Greatly Benefited Doral, its Students and the Community 

The draft Report does not identify any violation of law or any improper accounting with 
respect to the two audited transactions.  Instead, it criticizes the two transactions in a vague and 
subjective manner: (1) the recoverable grant for Doral College supposedly “bypassed the 

standard organizational control of board approval and was made without transparency” while (2) 

                                                 
1 “All five Doral Academy schools received an A grade under the State of Florida’s Academic Accountability 

system for the 2011-12 school year.  Furthermore, the 2013 edition of “Best High Schools in America” by U.S. 

News and World Report magazine ranks Doral Academy Charter High School 35th of 777 public high schools in 
Florida, and 591st of 21,035 nationally, based on various criteria including State proficiency test scores and college 
readiness.”  Report at 7. 
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the improvements to the school’s facilities supposedly “subjected the High School to the risk of 

losing such investment to the Landlord.”  As explained below, these conclusions are fallacious.  
They also ignore the great benefit of the two transactions to Doral, its students and the 
community: 

 Doral College.  The recoverable grant for Doral College was used to provide Doral High 
students with easy access to dual enroll in college for free, resulting in significant savings 
to the school.  Without Doral College, Doral High would incur the costs charged by state 
schools such as Miami-Dade College and FIU for college credits, which costs have 
become exponentially expensive.  Doral estimates that it will save approximately 
$450,000 per year in such costs through Doral College.  These yearly savings will go 
directly back to programs that enrich Doral’s student body and demonstrate the wise 

decision-making of Doral’s governing board.  Notably, the college has already 
reimbursed more than 62 percent of the subject funds. 
 

 Expansion of High School Campus.  Doral expanded its high school campus at the  
request of Doral Mayor Juan Carlos Bermudez, to accommodate an additional 900 
students.  Doral funded the construction through a not-for-profit lender, and the increased 
revenue from the additional students far surpasses the cost of building the structure.  That 
revenue has been and will continue to be re-invested in additional programs for Doral’s 

students, including a new band program including new instruments, a recording and 
television studio, a fully equipped gym and weight room, projectors and “smart boards” 
in every classroom, computer labs equipped with 300 computers, and a new science 
program and related equipment. 

 

The Auditors 

OMCA auditor Mr. Jon Goodman led this audit.  Academica’s prior experience with Mr. 

Goodman demonstrates that he is not an independent, objective auditor.  Mr. Goodman does not 
support the charter school system.  Indeed, on March 3, 2011, he wrote a letter to the editor of the 
Sun-Sentinel calling for the recall of Florida Governor Rick Scott, a staunch charter school 
supporter, insisting that failure to do so would result in “public education [being] fully 

destroyed.”  Jon Goodman, Op.-Ed., It’s time to begin Gov. Scott recall, SUNSENTINEL, Mar. 3, 
2011.  He has been at the forefront of every charter school audit since the 2004-2005 school 
year.   

Mr. Goodman’s conduct during this audit also demonstrates his lack of independence and 

objectivity.  For example, on June 21, 2013, Mr. Goodman appeared unannounced and uninvited 
at a Charter School Review Committee (“CRC”) meeting to urge that Doral charter school 
applications be rejected, interrupting the meeting to announce that “we’re doing an audit right 

now of Doral Academy High School, it’s a special performance audit.”  See Appendix A 
(Transcript of CRC Meeting) (“Tr.”) at 39.  This outburst violated Mr. Goodman’s duty of 
confidentiality under OMCA’s Policies and Procedures Manual (“Manual”).2  Mr. Goodman also 
                                                 
2 See OMCA MANUAL at 8 (“Staff members shall not discuss the status of ongoing internal audits or investigations 
with persons that are not a necessary part of the project.”). 
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Callout
OMCA comment: Doral College is currently not accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools or the Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools. Therefore, it is not eligible to participate in the State's Dual Enrollment Program under Section 1007.271, Florida Statutes. Doral Academy Charter High School students will not earn high school credit for courses taken at Doral College. Also, the College's courses will not be recognized or accepted by many other colleges or universities, such as Florida International University, University of Florida and Miami-Dade College (MDC). Courses taken at Doral College are not transferable to these institutions and will not earn credit towards a degree. No documentation or evidence of estimated cost savings was cited in the School's Governing Board meeting minutes or otherwise provided to us. Currently, students of Doral Academy Charter High School are participating in the Dual Enrollment Program at MDC.

195893
Callout
OMCA comment: "The audit activities of the Office of Management and Compliance Audits are subject to quality review at least every three years by a professional, non-partisan objective group utilizing guidelines endorsed by the U.S. Government Accountability Office." OMCA MANUAL at 69. Please note that OMCA has received "full compliance" peer review opinions for all audits conducted since 1992, even before reviews became required by the Government Auditing Standards in the 1994 Revision.  Please also note that the standards and principles of independence and objectivity are most central to Government Auditing Standards (GAS, December 2011 Revision at 10 and 27) and the corresponding peer review process.Multiple audit staff and other experts with many years of experience, professionally recognized certifications and extensive training contributed substantially to the conduct, review and reporting of this audit.
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Callout
OMCA comment: The OMCA maintains that the referenced auditor properly fulfilled his assigned duties in the audit function for the Miami-Dade County School Board in his attendance and conduct at the June 21, 2013, CRC meeting,  in accordance with applicable professional standards, policies and statutory oversight requirements.

195893
Callout
OMCA comment: Pursuant to the School Board of Miami-Dade County Policies and By-laws, the charter school Contract Review Committee (CRC) "Shall be comprised of ... Management and Compliance Audits (non-voting)." See SCHOOL BOARD POLICY 9800.
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Callout
OMCA comment: The referenced conclusions are factual and beyond dispute.

195893
Callout
OMCA comment: Please note that neither charter schools nor “the charter school system” are the subject of the cited letter to the editor.  The words “charter “or “charter school” are not even stated, referenced or alluded to in the letter.  The letter was written at the time the Governor's budget proposed cuts of $3.3 to $4.8 billion in public education, which includes funding for traditional schools, as well as charter schools.
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accused the Doral board of “being uncooperative in the audit,” and he attacked Mr. Rodriguez 
for being “99.9 percent inaccurate, disingenuous” when Mr. Rodriguez attempted to explain 
Doral’s cooperation with the audit.  Id. at 41, 43, 45.  Mr. Goodman even “put on the record” his 

“recommendation” that the CRC not entertain further contracts with Doral.  Id. at 41, 46-47.  
Eventually, he was interrupted by the CRC members, who expressed their unease about his 
discussion of an active audit in that forum.3   

During an August 21, 2013 teleconference, Doral and its independent auditors (the HLB 
Gravier firm) suggested that Doral’s Landlord could provide a letter or lease amendment 
addressing any concerns the auditors had with respect to the termination provision of the Doral 
lease.  Mr. Goodman dismissed the suggestion and could not explain his view that the letter of 
clarification was insufficient.  Instead, he offered that the school would have an “opportunity to 

respond” to the draft Report.   

Mr. Goodman’s conduct demonstrates bias and a lack of independence, contrary to the 
requirements of OMCA’s Manual.  OMCA MANUAL at 7 (“It is therefore essential that the audit 
staff be independent and be perceived as such.”) (emphasis added).  To the extent the draft 

Report represents the work of Mr. Goodman, it should be withdrawn, given his clear breaches of 
OMCA’s own requirements. 

Report Pages 3-4: Identification of Audited Transactions and Audit Objectives 

In its October 19, 2012 letter to Doral, OMCA stated that it was “in the process of 

respectfully questioning the legality and propriety of” Doral’s recoverable grant agreement with 
Doral College meant to provide Doral’s students with dual credits, but it did not explain 
OMCA’s legal or other concerns.  OMCA also did not explain its concerns regarding 

improvements by Doral to its leased premises.  OMCA auditors appear to have simply targeted 
the two transactions as part of a fishing expedition. 

The draft Report confirms this.  Rather than articulating concrete criteria for the review 
of the transactions, the Report identifies “objectives” so vague that they permit “findings and 

recommendations” that are no more than the personal opinions of the auditors or their lawyers.  

These amorphous “objectives” are: “determine whether the two aforementioned, questionable 

transactions were: proper; transparent; in the best interest of the charter school, students, 
parents/guardians and the community at large; in accordance with applicable laws, rules, 
regulations; and whether the control structure over the use of publicly derived funds is 
adequate.” (the “Objectives”).  Report at 4.   

Contrary to OMCA’s Manual, audit staff did not “try to obtain advance concurrence and 

agreement on the appropriateness of the criteria with management” of Doral.  OMCA MANUAL 
at 57. 

                                                 
3 See Tr. at 45:22-46:17 (“MS. PAULINE: Jon, I’m not trying to be – I’m feeling a bit uneasy because you -- you 
said the word investigation. . . . [M]y concern is we’re getting into details of something that’s being reviewed by the 

auditor and I think we may be going to that line.”); 50:13-51:1 (“MS. McNICHOLS: Jon, what’s – the other thing, 
Jon, . . . . I mean honestly, if there’s going to be arguing about the facts about who provided what, I mean, 

(inaudible) and whether or not it’s appropriate, that’s just not this forum.  That will be an argument that we have 

somewhere else.”). 
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OMCA comment: The audit report represents the work of several staff members of the OMCA, including two Assistant Chief Auditors and the Chief Auditor himself. As with every audit conducted by OMCA, it was conducted in an unbiased, professional manner. The subject of independence does not even merit a response.
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With respect to both audited transactions, OMCA states that it researched GAAP and 
GASP standards and pronouncements, id. at 4, but fails to cite a single GAAP, GASP, or other 
accounting standard in its draft Report.  “Wherever applicable, a specific government regulation 

or agency policy or procedure should be referenced.”  OMCA MANUAL at 57.  The draft Report 
certainly does not identify any violation of GAAP, GASP or any other accounting or legal 
standard.  To the contrary, Doral has provided explanatory information that shows the two 
transactions were beneficial to the school and its students.   

 
In light of this, the Report’s repeated use of the word “questionable” to describe the two 

audited transaction is incorrect and inflammatory.  The fact that the auditors questioned the 
transactions does not make them “questionable.”  This pejorative term must be removed entirely 
from the draft Report and replaced with the term “audited transactions.”   

Report Pages 4-5: Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

The “Audit Procedures” section of the Report contains several bullet points that should 

be deleted or revised.   

 OMCA must revise the fifth bullet point, which claims that eight individuals affiliated 
with Doral or Academica “refused” the auditors’ request to meet.  Those individuals 

did not refuse to answer questions or provide information.  On the advice of counsel, 
they offered to answer written questions so that the audit record would be clear.  With 
respect to members of Doral’s governing board, the auditors refused to submit written 

requests.  With respect to Mr. Rodriguez, OMCA submitted a lengthy list of questions, 

which he in fact answered.  As written, this bullet point is misleading.   
 

 The first, ninth, and tenth bullet points are insufficient.  They generically reference 
authorities that the auditors reviewed without any specificity.  For example, with 
respect to “best practices for grants,” the auditors do not explain what they researched 
or what are considered to be “best practices.” 

Report Pages 6-9: Corporate Governance 

These Report pages contain incorrect and misleading information.  They unfortunately 
are an attempt to create the illusion of an improper relationship between Doral and Academica 
and to set up governance recommendations that are simply the mere opinions of OMCA’s 

auditors and their lawyers.   

The auditors fret that the “selection and composition of charter school governing boards 

in the State of Florida overall” has been “a recurring worry for us.”  Report at 6.  Doral and the 
other Florida charter schools serviced by Academica are successful and none of their governing 
boards have ever been found to have engaged in improper governance.  Any such “worry” is 
without basis.   

OMCA’s extension of its governance “concerns” to members of Doral’s board is also 

baseless.  The composition of Doral’s board is completely consistent with all state and district 
requirements and in no way violate any Florida statutes or the Charter School contract between 
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Miami-Dade County Public Schools and Doral Inc.  None of Doral’s board members have any 
financial interest in Academica, the Landlord or any other entity that does business with Doral.  
Academica provides management services to Doral as a vendor.  Its contract is renewed at the 
discretion of the board and Academica has no decision-making authority at Doral.  Academica is 
hired for its exemplary record in helping to manage charter schools and its familiarity with 
compliance and budgeting that are necessary elements for any successful charter school.  There 
has never been a suggestion that Doral’s board members have not properly discharged their 
fiduciary responsibilities to Doral.  In fact, the Miami-Dade School Board has been well aware 
of the composition of the board for many years and no Miami-Dade School Board Member has 
expressed concern over its configuration. 

Significantly, OMCA does not cite objective criteria with respect to its “concerns” or 

recommendations regarding board composition.  Instead, the Report merely cites its lawyer’s 

opinion regarding the supposed lack of “complete” independence “among subject entities.”  

Report at 6.4  Respectfully, at best the opinion is mere supposition and at worst a rock-throwing 
exercise.  It is not a basis for any appropriate audit finding or recommendation.  Indeed, it clearly 
violates OMCA’s Manual, which requires that findings be “documented by facts, not opinions, 
and evidence that is sufficient, competent and relevant.”  OMCA MANUAL, at 58. 

In addition to its unfounded “concerns” about Doral’s board, these Report pages have 

erroneous and misleading information, as explained below:  

Victor Barroso (p. 6).  Mr. Barroso is not on the Doral board and has not been since 2009, 
long before the audited transactions.  Yet the Report inexplicably claims that he “supported and 

executed at least two substantial transactions . . . which appear to have subjected the School to 
the risk of losing substantial capital investment to the Landlord.”  Report at 6.  This is false.  To 
be clear, Mr. Barroso was not involved in the audited transactions other than to sign one contract 
for a minor portion (approximately 10%) of the improvements at issue (in 2009, while he was 
still on the board and before he started working for Academica), and the contract was ratified by 
Doral’s board.  Moreover, the transactions never subjected the School to any material risk.  
OMCA must remove this false information from the Report. 

Mr. Rovirosa and Ms. Guilarte (p. 6).  The suggestion that Academica has a “pivotal role 

in selecting” the principals for Mater and Somerset schools is disrespectful to these two 

principals and to the governing boards to whom they report.  It is frankly an unprofessional and 
unwarranted attack on two excellent board members.  OMCA has not identified any facts that 
would support even a suspicion that Mr. Rovirosa and Ms. Guilarte would act contrary to the 
best interests of Doral and its students merely because they are the principals of other schools 
also serviced by Academica.   

                                                 
4 But even the lawyer’s opinion is a jumble of imprecise speculation about a litany of “possible” horribles without 

reference to any specific transaction and is replete with phrases such as “possible conflict of interest,” “possibly an 
unsound environment for detection and correction of problems,” “may not be as strict with the operator . . . to the 
same degree as they would otherwise; “may not be as likely to file reports to the State,” “may be difficult for 
Academica to provide unbiased, independent oversight” and “it is possible, through pure inadvertence alone, that not 
all notices find their way into the employer’s possession.”  Report, Appendix A, at 2 (emphasis added). 
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OMCA comment: Mr. Victor Barroso supported and signed on behalf of the legal entity of Doral Academy High School: 1)the lease between the School and its landlord (School Development, LLC) dated April 1, 2004, inclusive of section 3.5 (early termination provision) and 2)the contract in the amount of $551,401 for leasehold improvements dated February 9, 2009.
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Interview with governing board members (p. 7).  As explained above, Doral’s governing 

board members did not refuse to answer questions or provide information.  On the advice of 
counsel, they offered to answer written questions so that the audit record would be clear.  With 
respect to members of Doral’s governing board, the auditors refused to submit written requests.  

With respect to Mr. Rodriguez, OMCA submitted a lengthy list of questions, which he in fact 

answered.  As written, this bullet point is misleading.   

Doral College (p. 7).  Noting the relationship of some of Doral College’s trustees to 

charter school whose students attend the college’s courses is unremarkable. 

Academica and the Landlord (p. 8).  The draft Report’s speculation as to the ownership 

of the Landlord by “the stockholders of Academica” is irrelevant to the two audited transactions, 

neither of which benefited the Landlord, Academica or their stockholders.  None of Doral’s 

directors, officers or employees has a financial interest in Academica or the Landlord.5   

Chart of “Entity Relationships” (p. 9) This chart is confusing and misleading, and like 
pages 6 through 8, serves no purpose with respect to the audited transactions.  The “Victor 

Barroso” bubble incorrectly implies that he is a member of Doral’s governing board and that he 

was involved in the transactions; the fact that three of 49 Academica-managed charter schools 
have hired a common architect/construction manager (Civica, with whom they like to work) 
means nothing; and the arrow between Academica and Doral College suggests a relationship that 
simply does not exist—Mr. Roca, Ms. Figueroa, and Ms. Flores (the individuals listed in that 
box) are not affiliated with Academica.  These are just a few examples.  The chart is unduly 
prejudicial and must be deleted from the Report. 

Pages 10-12: Audited Transaction 1: $400,000 Grant 

Finding: “The School’s 400,000 Grant Of K-12 Education Tax Dollars To An Independent 

College, Bypassed the Standard Organizational Control of Board Approval And Was Made 

Without Transparency.” 

The finding that the $400,000 grant “bypassed” the standard organizational control and 
was made “without transparency” is not supported by any evidence or authority whatsoever.   

Among its many problems, this finding ignores the information Doral has provided to 
OMCA.  The draft Report makes the unremarkable observation that “appropriate controls and 
transparency” are necessary to ensure that “expenditures and expenses of publicly derived funds 

will be used for purposes other than those intended,” but there is and can be no allegation of 
impropriety.  The high school indisputably intended to, and did, allocate the money to start a 
college for its students.  Doral College will confer an immense benefit upon Doral’s students (a 

                                                 
5 The services Academica offers its charter school clients include access to facilities provided by affiliated real estate 
development organizations.  To be clear, those organizations are independently managed, and Academica’s service 
agreements are not conditioned upon any facility agreement.  The majority of the schools Academica services are in 
facilities that are either owned by the schools themselves or by independent landlords that are unrelated to 
Academica.  In any event, the auditors’ request for the Landlord’s ownership reflects a double-standard.  M-DCPS 
does not require other lessors to charter schools, or even its own lessors or vendors, to disclose their ownership, and 
with good reason: there is no such requirement under any Department of Education or M-DCPS rule.   
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OMCA comment: The referenced chart and pages 6-8 of the draft provide important background information for the reader to understand the report's findings and recommendations.  OMCA MANUAL at 65. The arrow on the chart between Academica and Doral College depicts Academica's management of the College.
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point the Report fails to credit), and the board supported and approved this transaction from the 

outset.  Notably, the college has already reimbursed more than 62 percent of the subject funds.   

The draft Report ignores the fact that the initial “outlay” of funds was an internal 

transaction, confusing the establishment of a bank account with the expenditure of funds.  At the 

time, the high school and college were under the same entity.  After conceiving the idea for the 

college, the high school simply set aside the funds ($400,000), in an internal bank account.  Only 

later was the internal loan converted to a recoverable grant, after Doral High School and Doral 

College became separate entities. 

Second, the draft Report makes no mention of the fact that the internal loan, and 

subsequently, the grant, were both reflected in numerous budgets that the governing board 

approved at every meeting in 2011 through 2012.  Instead, the draft Report says the grant was 

“not approved or even considered” by the governing board in a publicly noticed meeting until 

November 5, 2012, after the audit group “questioned” the grant and therefore constituted an 

internal control deficiency.   Report at 11.  This is simply wrong.  As reflected in the minutes for 

the publicly noticed August 2, 2012 board meeting, which Doral provided to OMCA, the board 

did approve a revised 2011-2012 budget reflecting the conversion (i.e., reallocation) of the 

$400,000 to a grant.  When the budget was submitted to the board for approval, a discussion took 

place about the entire school budget, including the $400,000.  This discussion is part of the 

normal process that Doral has used for many years and OMCA has never questioned in the past.  

See DORAL000134-139; DORAL 000238-241; DORAL001212.  The OMCA auditors have this 

information but have chosen not to include it in the draft Report.
6
 

Third, the draft Report improperly suggests that Doral High and its students will not 

benefit from the transaction with Doral College because Doral College is not yet accredited.  

However, all colleges start as unaccredited.  Part of the accrediting process includes having a 

graduating class; that is in process now at Doral College.  The College is duly licensed by 

Florida’s Commission on Independent Education (CIE).  Licensing was a long and rigorous 

process that required Doral College to demonstrate capacity akin to that required for 

accreditation.  The Report fails to mention that process, instead focusing on accreditation—an 

entirely voluntary and optional process which, in any event, Doral College is in the process of 

obtaining from the Southern Association of Colleges & Schools (SACS).  Doral High School is 

already accredited by SACS, as is Doral Academy Middle and Doral Academy Elementary.  M-

DCPS is actually currently in the process of seeking SACS accreditation for its elementary and 

middle schools (the high schools are already accredited).  Just as we are confident that M-DCPS 

will be successful in obtaining the accreditation of their schools, we are equally confident that 

Doral College will obtain its accreditation.  Students are fully informed that the college is in the 

accreditation process—which has been the case for many fine local institutions, including the 

law school at Florida International University and others.  OMCA’s auditors do not list a single 

reason that would suggest that Doral would not qualify to be accredited when that process is 

concluded.   

                                                 
6
 Additionally, the Report indicates that OMCA was not provided documentation as to the terms of the intra-

company loan.  Report at 10 & n.3.  This is now moot, as Doral recently provided the October 12, 2010 

Intracompany Promissory Note and the $400,000 disbursement record through counsel on October 23, 2013.  See 

DORAL001496-98; 000001-02.   
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OMCA comment: This information is clearly noted in the draft (10/18/13 DRAFT at 10) and final audit reports.
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OMCA comment:This paragraph of the response is completely inaccurate and misleading. The first time the term "recoverable grant" is even mentioned in the Governing Board meeting minutes is November 5, 2012, four months after the grant was executed. Minutes provided for the August 2, 2012 Board meeting (which itself occurred one month after the execution of the grant on June 30, 2012) make no mention of the words "recoverable grant" or "grant" in either the minutes or attachment. The attached, after-the-fact, undated, revised 2011-12 budget reflects only a $400,000 "Professional / Technical Services (loan reallocation)." Therefore, the execution of the "recoverable grant" on June 30, 2012 was certainly not transparent.
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OMCA comment: Doral College is currently not accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools or the Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools. Therefore, it is not eligible to participate in the State's Dual Enrollment Program under Section 1007.271, Florida Statutes. Doral Academy Charter High School students will not earn high school credit for courses taken at Doral College. Also, the College's courses will not be recognized or accepted by many other colleges or universities, such as Florida International University, University of Florida and Miami-Dade College (MDC). Courses taken at Doral College are not transferable to these institutions and will not earn credit towards a degree. No documentation or evidence of estimated cost savings was cited in the School's Governing Board meeting minutes or otherwise provided to us. Currently, students of Doral Academy Charter High School are participating in the Dual Enrollment Program at MDC.
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Fourth, on page 10, OMCA says that “[t]he authority and legality of [the $400,000] 

expense is also not clear to us.”  There is no citation to any authority as to how the transaction 
could possibly be considered unauthorized or illegal.  The auditors’ unsupported opinion on the 

“legality” of the transaction is inappropriate and contrary to OMCA Manual requirements as 
explained above.  This sentence needs to be deleted, along with similar language at 
Recommendations 1(a) and (b).7 

Fifth, on page 11, OMCA turns to amorphous and unidentified principles regarding the 
“basic and standard elements of a grant of publicly derived funds, including the lack of a grant 

application/proposal, detailed grant budget, project deliverables with due dates, and performance 
accountability measures.”  There is no citation to any authority for these standards, and this part 
of the Report misunderstands the nature of the audited transaction.  This was not a situation 
where numerous entities were competing for a grant from a third party.  In any event, the school 
is happy to implement these suggestions, but the Report must make clear that they are voluntary 
and nonessential. 

 In sum, there were no internal control or transparency deficiencies with respect to this 
transaction.  As written, this section of the Report does not paint an accurate picture of the 
transaction, ignores the key information described above, and mischaracterizes a praiseworthy 
initiative.  This section should be re-written to lay out a clear chronology as set forth above, to 
remove all references to the “legality” of the transaction, and to address and analyze each of the 

audit Objectives separately.   

Accordingly, Recommendation 1(a) should be removed entirely since, as set forth above, 
internal financial controls were in place to ensure that the transaction was transparent and 
properly considered and approved.   

Recommendation 1(b) should read: “The School has indicated that it would consider 
implementing a grant application/proposal, detailed grant budget, project deliverables with due 
dates, and performance accountability measures.  While these are not mandated by any authority, 
they could be beneficial.” 

Pages 13-15: Audited Transaction 2: Building Improvements 

Finding: “The Charter School Governing Board’s Approval and Execution of Construction 

Contracts (and Related Transactions) Approximating $4.5 Million For Additions and 

Improvements To Its Leased Facilities, Subjected The High School To The Risk of Losing Such 

Investment To The Landlord.”  

This finding likewise is not supported by any evidence or authority.  There was never any 
material “risk” to Doral.  Instead, there was always an understanding that the Landlord had the 
full intent to give the school the benefit of the investment by reimbursing the school at the end of 
the lease for the unamortized cost of the improvements, regardless of when the lease ended.   

                                                 
7 Furthermore, the term “material and unique” expense is not an accounting or legal term, yet it is repeated 

throughout the Report. 
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Shutts & Bowen LLP comment:To state the obvious, multi-million dollar reimbursement obligations usually are evidenced by documents and not “underlying intent.”  Indeed, these types of understandings are expressly set forth in leases at the time they are drafted.

195893
Callout
OMCA comment:As an example, the Florida Department of Education's Green Book (Project Application and Amendment Procedures for Federal and State Programs) identifies and defines the elements stated in our report     (i.e. application, budget, deliverable and performance measures). GREEN BOOK at Glossary 2, 5 and 11.
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OMCA comment:Applicable Florida Statutes, including F.S. 1002.33 and 1011.62, describe Charter School funding under the Florida Education Finance Program.  We could not identify any reference to the authority or legality of a charter school using such K-12 funds for a grant to a private, independent, unaccredited institution of higher learning.
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The draft Report makes much of the early termination clause in the lease, but its concerns 
are much ado about nothing.  First, the draft Report ignores the important precondition to such 
early termination: the Landlord is unable to exercise that provision without first paying off a 
large, twenty-year bond issue which likewise has onerous prepayment conditions.  The remote 
and unlikely nature of the early termination is clear from the lease history: Doral has occupied 
the leased premises for almost ten years without any invocation or even suggestion of early 
termination.   

Second, to eliminate even the suggestion of risk, and to clarify the prior understanding 
between the parties, the Landlord provided Doral with a letter contract dated July 3, 2012, which 
requires the Landlord to reimburse Doral for any tenant improvement that Doral had not yet 
amortized in the event the lease were terminated.  See DORAL000228-29.  The auditors concede 
the fact that this provision exists, but engage in hyper-technical criticism divorced from reality.  
Relying on its lawyer’s opinion, the draft Report improperly claims that the letter contains 
“significant flaws” and speculates that the letter “may not be legally enforceable.” Report at 14.  

Once again, the lawyer’s opinion does not cite any authority, is simple conjecture, and is no 
substitute for the facts required by OMCA’s Manual as the basis for a legitimate audit finding.  
In fact, the letter is wrong.8 

More importantly, as Doral was always willing to do and as conveyed to Mr. Goodman, 
Doral has even offered to provide additional assurances from the Landlord.  But, intent on 
making the facts fit their predetermined conclusions, OMCA’s auditors have consistently ignored 

this offer and resisted Doral’s attempts to resolve any legitimate concerns.  For example, and as 

                                                 
8 The hyper-technical “flaws” cited at Page 3 of the Shutts & Bowen opinion are incorrect: 

 The opinion states that (i) “most lease amendments need to be witnessed” but does not opine that the Doral 

letter had to be witnessed and does not explain the danger or risk posed by the lack of a witness.  Shutts & 
Bowen is wrong on its apparent interpretation of the law, in at least two ways.  First, as the letter did not 
attempt to create an estate in real property (rather, it confirmed that the Landlord would not exercise an 
option to shorten the leasehold estate that was created), it was not required to be witnessed.  The lease did 
of course create the leasehold estate, and it was witnessed in accordance with law.  Second, it is the law in 
Florida that even if the side letter needed to be witnessed, which it does not, the tenant would be entitled to 
enforce it via an estoppel argument. 

 The opinion states that (ii) “the letter refers only to the lease “expiration’ and not ‘early termination.’”  In 

fact, the letter says, “[u]pon expiration of the lease at the end of its term.”  DORAL000228 (emphasis 

added).  That language works perfectly fine.  Even if the Landlord exercised its right to end the term early, 
that would trigger the payment of the unrecovered tenant improvement costs, if any.  

 The opinion says: (iii) “the letter states that this payment obligation is guaranteed by all of Landlord’s 
members but we do not know whether School Development II, LLC and Wolfson Hutton Company (e.g., 
the signatories on the letter) constitute all of Landlord's members, and if not, this payment obligation most 
likely would not be enforceable against any member who did not sign.”  There has been no question as to 
the Landlord’s liquidity, and therefore, this concern is unfounded.   

 The opinion complains that (iv) “the signatory of the letter is not the same entity as the Landlord.”  As HLB 

has previously explained, that is simply a typographical error.  See DORAL001490. 

 The opinion implicitly criticizes the timing of this letter as being “8 years after the lease was signed.”  Of 

course this was signed eight years after the lease was signed—there was no need to have such a letter 
unless and until the tenant sought Landlord’s consent to construct additional improvements.  As the letter 

states, it is confirming in writing the agreements reached between Landlord and tenant at the time tenant 
obtained Landlord’s consent to such construction. 
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Shutts & Bowen LLP comment:Although we acknowledge this pre-condition to termination, our concern with this provision remains.  Moreover, this pre-condition to termination also can be satisfied by substitution of collateral, which is expressly permitted under the Mortgage.  Under the latter scenario, the Doral property could be replaced by another property as collateral for the Mortgage.  Once that occurs, the Doral lease can be wiped out.
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Callout
Shutts & Bowen LLP comment: Leases and amendments almost always are witnessed.  See Florida Statute Section 689.01.  Although the statute is slightly vague regarding lease amendments, the better practice among seasoned real estate lawyers is to have lease amendments witnessed.  In addition to the Lease Amendment dated July 3, 2012, the August 27, 2013 Amendment to Lease recently delivered also presents a similar issue.  The signature of Landlord is witnessed but not that of Tenant.
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Shutts & Bowen LLP comment: Again to state the obvious, a guaranty is not enforceable against a guarantor who does not sign it.  This point has nothing to do with whether Landlord is liquid.
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Callout
Shutts & Bowen LLP comment: A landlord's right to terminate is always dangerous to a tenant.  It just becomes that much more dangerous as debt is incurred and capital improvements are made.
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explained above, during a teleconference on August 21, 2013, when Doral and HLB suggested 
that the Landlord execute an additional letter of clarification, Mr. Goodman said that would not 
be good enough.  Now, the Report asks Doral to do just that.  See Recommendation 2(b). 

All of this notwithstanding, the Landlord executed a waiver of early termination on 
August 27, 2013, rendering the entire issue moot.  See DORAL000244.  If OMCA would like to 
suggest any alternative, specific language, we are confident that the Landlord would be more 
than happy to adopt it.  Respectfully, however, these are immaterial issues that “do not warrant 

becoming reportable audit findings.”  OMCA MANUAL at 58. 

 Recommendation 2(a) states that the school should ensure the board has a sufficient 
understanding of these types of “major and complex transactions.”  This recommendation is out 

of place; the board’s understanding of the second transaction is beyond dispute, as the board 
approved and ratified the transaction at its December 2, 2010 meeting.  Report at 13.  This 
recommendation should be deleted. 

Recommendation 2(b) suggests (i) that the Landlord re-draft and re-execute July 3, 2012 
letter/lease amendment, and (ii) amend any similar leases by Doral Middle School or other Doral 
Academy charter schools.  The first suggestion is moot and therefore should be removed.  The 
second suggestion is outside of the scope of the audit but not objectionable. 

Recommendation 2(c) recommends that the school coordinate with the Landlord to have 
the Landlord attempt to obtain a non-disturbance agreement with the Mortgagee, relying solely 
on the Shutts & Bowen Report for support.  OMCA auditors never raised this issue prior to the 
draft Report and it is not even discussed anywhere in the Report, because it was completely 
outside of the scope of the audit.  In fact, there is of course a Subordination Nondisturbance and 
Attornment Agreement (SNDA) in place for the Doral lease under the existing bond 
financing.   That document has been publicly recorded.  See Volume 22246, Page 3991, Public 
Records of Miami-Dade County.  It appears that Shutts & Bowen only included this analysis in 
its opinion because OMCA did not provide the firm with clear objectives, context, or full 
information, as explained below.   

Recommendation 3 is inaccurate and irrelevant.  As set forth in the discussion regarding 
pages 6-9, there is nothing to show any “lack of independence” or checks and balances.  Doral’s 

board is completely independent from its vendors and its composition is consistent with all 
applicable authorities.  This recommendation is the result of pure speculation.   

Recommendation 4.  This recommendation to the Office of Charter School Support, 
including proposals for legislative changes, is improper.  OMCA should not be a platform for its 
auditors’ political agendas.  This recommendation is a vague mish-mash of buzzwords and 
aspirations that the District itself does not follow.   

Appendix A.  Finally, the Shutts & Bowen opinion should not be attached to the Report.  
It appears that OMCA did not provide Shutts & Bowen with clear objectives or context for its 
opinion, but instead asked the firm’s real estate lawyers to review nearly two dozen documents 

and advise if they found anything to be “unusual” in their “general experience.”  As a result of 

the overbroad instruction, the Shutts & Bowen opinion discusses issues far outside of the scope 
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OMCA comment:OMCA certainly does not agree with the School and its attorney's assertion that the facts surrounding the early termination provision are “immaterial issues.”  The School was contractually subjected to the risk of losing capital investment of publicly derived funds to its landlord, ranging from $913,533 in 2009 to $5,446,968 as of June 30, 2012.  At a minimum, this demonstrates that the Doral Academy Charter High School's Governing Board members did not understand the transactions and arrangements which they approved.  “The development of findings calls for application of the five basic elements [of] Criteria, Condition, Cause, Effect [and] Recommendation.” OMCA MANUAL at 55.
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OMCA comment:The recommendation is in accordance with sections 7.14, 7.28 and 7.29, Government Auditing Standards. 
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OMCA comment:Because it is unclear to us whether the School is adequately protected via a Non-Disturbance agreement (see page 54), and because it would require additional analysis according to Shutts and Bowen, we have removed recommendation 2(c) from the final audit report.
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of the audited transactions—particularly at Sections 1, 3, 4 and 5.  Attaching this to a publicly 
disseminated report would unduly prejudice Doral, who never had an opportunity to address the 
non-audited issues.  Section 3 perfectly illustrates this prejudice: it incorrectly states, “from the 

documentation provided to us, it appears that, contrary to what is required under Section 29.2 of 
the Lease, there exists no separate Nondisturbance Agreement (except under the $7,470,000.00 
loan), which would prevent Mortgagee from foreclosing on Tenant and then, as permitted under 
applicable law, simply ‘wiping out’ the Lease.”  That is not accurate.  There is in fact a 
nondisturbance agreement.9  Doral gladly would have provided this information upon request.  
The draft Report already quotes the relevant portions of the Shutts & Bowen opinion and there is 
no reason to attach the extraneous ones other than to attract media attention.  

We hope that OMCA will be careful in its preparation of the final Report, and we request 
another meeting prior to the final Report to address any remaining concerns.   

                                                 
9 The existing SNDA under the bond deal covers either type of default situation: if the direct loan on the Doral High 
property goes into default, or if there is a cross-default, the tenant and its tenancy are protected under the SNDA 
from being “wiped out.”  It is the foreclosure of the mortgage on the property by the bond trustee—not the nature of 
the default—which allows the foreclosure remedy, from which the tenant is protected by the SNDA.   
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Shutts & Bowen LLP comment:The Non-Disturbance Agreement in favor of Tenant relates to a Mortgage dated April 1, 2004 and a Promissory Note in the original principal amount of $7,470,000.  The cross-collateral issues arise in connection with trust documents relating to a $53,700,000 loan agreement.  It is unclear whether the existing Non-Disturbance Agreement protects Tenant with regard to both of the above loans or just the loan for $7,470,000.  Additional analysis of the trust documents would be required to determine conclusively if the Non-Disturbance Agreement provides adequate protection.
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Miami-Dade County Public Schools Anti-Discrimination Policy 

 

 
Federal and State Laws 

 
 
 

The  School Board  of  Miami-Dade  County,  Florida  adheres to  a  policy  of nondiscrimination in 
employment  and  educational  programs/activities and strives affirmatively to provide equal opportunity for all 
as required by: 
 
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 - prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, or 
national origin. 
 
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as amended - prohibits discrimination in employment on the basis 
of race, color, religion, gender, or national origin. 
 
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 - prohibits discrimination on the basis of gender. 
 
Age  Discrimination  in  Employment  Act  of  1967  (ADEA)  as  amended  - prohibits discrimination 
on the basis of age with respect to individuals who are at least 40. 
 
The Equal Pay Act of 1963 as amended - prohibits gender discrimination in payment of wages to 
women and men performing substantially equal work in the same establishment. 
 
Section  504  of  the  Rehabilitation  Act  of  1973  -  prohibits  discrimination against the disabled. 
 
Americans with Disabilities Act  of  1990  (ADA)  -  prohibits discrimination against  individuals with 
disabilities in employment, public service, public accommodations and telecommunications. 
 
The  Family  and  Medical  Leave  Act  of  1993  (FMLA)  -  requires  covered employers to provide up to 
12 weeks of unpaid, job-protected leave to "eligible" employees for certain family and medical reasons. 
 
The  Pregnancy  Discrimination  Act  of  1978  -  prohibits  discrimination  in employment  on  the  
basis  of  pregnancy,  childbirth,  or  related  medical conditions. 
 
Florida Educational Equity Act (FEEA) - prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, gender, national 
origin, marital status, or handicap against a student or employee. 
 
Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992 - secures for all individuals within the state freedom from discrimination 
because of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, handicap, or marital status. 
 
Title II of the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA) - Prohibits 
discrimination against employees or applicants because of genetic information. 
 
Veterans are provided re-employment rights in accordance with P.L. 93-508 (Federal Law) and Section 295.07 
(Florida Statutes), which stipulate categorical preferences for employment. 
 
In Addition: 
School Board  Policies 1362,  3362,  4362,  and  5517  -  Prohibit harassment and/or discrimination 
against students, employees, or applicants on the basis of sex, race, color, ethnic or national origin, religion, 
marital status, disability, genetic information, age, political beliefs, sexual orientation, gender, gender 
identification, social and family background, linguistic preference, pregnancy, and any other legally prohibited 
basis. Retaliation for engaging in a protected activity is also prohibited. 
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Office of Management and Compliance Audits 
1450 N. E. 2nd Avenue, Room 415 

Miami, Florida 33132 
Tel: (305) 995-1436 ● Fax: (305) 995-1331 

http://mca.dadeschools.net 
 

http://mca.dadeschools.net/



